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The Ford 7. The cubic-inch V8 and an enlarged version displacing cubic inches were first used
in Thunderbirds and Lincolns. At first, the was exclusively a Lincoln engine, but when the was
discontinued in the early s, the took its place in Thunderbirds, Ford and Mercury cars, and
F-Series pickup trucks. When Ford's full-sized cars were downsized in , there was no longer a
need for the V8, but it continued as an option in the F-Series trucks and E-Series vans into the s.
The Ford cubic-inch, V8 engine has a cylinder bore of 4. The output for engines built before is
horsepower at 4, rpm and pound-feet of torque at 2, rpm. The compression ratio is The output
for the starting in is horsepower at 4, rpm and pound-feet of torque at 2, rpm. The compression
ratio was lowered to 8. After the mids, carburetors were replaced with electronic fuel injection
with an output of horsepower and pound-feet of torque. A cubic-inch engine block is 34 inches
long, 32 inches wide and 30 inches high. The dry weight without gas and oil is approximately
pounds. Ford main bearing caps need to be tightened to foot-pounds, while connecting rod
bolts are tightened to 45 foot-pounds. Rocker arms are tightened to 20 foot-pounds, while the
oil pump retaining bolt gets torqued to 25 foot-pounds. The cylinder head bolts need to be
tightened to foot-pounds and the intake manifold bolts get tightened to 30 foot-pounds. The
engine family can be identified by counting the number of bolts that hold down each valve
cover. If you count seven bolts, then you have a or V8. All other Ford V8 engines have a
different valve-cover bolt count. To differentiate a from a , check the orientation of the
thermostat housing on the front of the engine block. If it is pointing upward, it is a Ford 7.
Torque Specifications Ford main bearing caps need to be tightened to foot-pounds, while
connecting rod bolts are tightened to 45 foot-pounds. Identification The engine family can be
identified by counting the number of bolts that hold down each valve cover. The Ford engine
family also code-named "Lima" [2] is a series of big block V8 engines designed by Ford Motor
Company. Produced from to , the Lima engines replaced the MEL engine entirely, along with
multiple engines of the medium-block FE engine family; in truck applications, the engines
succeeded the much larger Super Duty family. The Lima engines were used across multiple
applications in North America. In cars, the engines saw use by all three Ford divisions in
full-size cars, intermediates, personal luxury cars, and muscle cars. In trucks, the engine family
was used in full-size trucks and vans, along with medium and heavy-duty trucks. Produced in
Lima, Ohio Lima Engine , the engine family was the final big-block V8 designed and produced
by Ford during the 20th century. After , the engines were phased out of Ford cars as its full-size
cars underwent downsizing intermediates last used the engines in Following its shift to truck
use, the Lima engines were joined by multiple diesel-powered engines. In , Ford introduced the
overhead-cam Triton V10 , which replaced the Lima V8 engine family after the model year; the
next overhead-valve large-block V8 produced by Ford is the 7. To reduce weight over their
predecessors, the engines utilized thinwall casting methods and a skirtless block. Sharing its 3.
In , the engine was rebranded as a metric-displacement 6. After production, the was
discontinued, with the replacing it in all truck applications. Developed to replace the largest of
the FE-series V8s, the replaced the , , and V8s. Introduced in the Ford Thunderbird, the engine
saw use across Ford and Mercury full-size and intermediate product lines. After the model year,
Ford ended the use of the in cars. Replaced by the in Ford and Lincoln-Mercury cars, the would
live on in Ford medium-duty trucks, reintroduced as a metric-displacement 7. The same year,
the engine was added to Ford light-duty trucks F-Series pickups. As Ford began to respond to
the implementation of CAFE, the initially standard in Lincolns and highest-trim Mercurys was
made an option, effectively replaced by the V8 series. For to , the was exclusive to the
Econoline , as the V8 became the largest engine for F-Series trucks; for , the made its return to
the F-Series replacing the From to , the was rated at gross hp. For , the engine underwent a
significant numeric decrease. Along with a decrease in the compression ratio to 8. Initially
reduced to hp, the saw its output change nearly on a yearly basis to improve its fuel economy
and emissions performance , dropping as low as hp in Following its reintroduction, the received
fuel injection for ; while remaining at hp, the update significantly increased torque output; after
further updates in and , the final production version of the produced hp and lb-ft of torque. As a
crate engine , the was produced by Ford Motorsports through Succeeding the FE engine family,
Ford developed multiple high-performance versions of the engine family from to , all based on
the The engine was fitted with or without a hood scoop, coming with a 3. When fitted with a
"shaker" hood scoop, a CJ-Ram Air received a 3. In , the CJ engine also used a four-bolt main
block. The engine output was increased to hp and lb-ft of torque, coming with a 3. For police
use, Ford developed Police Interceptor versions of the and Dependent on horsepower rating
systems gross vs. The Police Interceptor was tuned similar to the Cobra Jet, with a From to ,
Ford offered two versions of the police engine, the lower-output Police Cruiser and the
higher-output Police Interceptor. The basic "A" PC was recommended for city and suburban
use, while the "C" PI was built for high speed highway patrol and interstate applications. Deck
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engines. Ford Duratorq. Ford 3. Frequent Car Craft readers know the drill: Grab a low-dollar
long-block engine assembly, throw headers, a carb, an intake, and a cam at it But this time we'd
throw in a couple of twists: The test mule would be an un-Chevy--namely, a big-block Ford and
we'd run the combo on affordable octane regular-grade gas. Little did we realize what we were
in for. When it comes to a Ford big-block, there's no such thing as a simple bolt-on; Ford has
changed the 's basic architecture more often than a Paris salon changes dress styles. This
affects basic interchange and makes parts more expensive than parts for a typical small-block
Chevy. Converting commonly available 'and-later s with bolt-down, pedestal-mounted rockers
to a stud-mounted adjustable valvetrain traditionally requires removing the heads from the
engine and expensive remachining. Recently, some aftermarket outfits have developed
relatively affordable bolt-on conversions suitable for hydraulic cams at the street-performance
level that don't require machining down the pedestals. The ''97 heads do have the virtue of large
cc combustion chambers that make it easy to keep compression down, but some sources claim
the late chamber shape is inefficient and detonation-prone, even with low-compression ratios.
Most of these early valvetrains use bottleneck rocker studs and guided rocker arms that, while
still nonadjustable in stock form, are easily upgradeable to fully adjustable status. The rub is
finding a set of the early heads, then coming up with the right pistons to keep compression
down. Fortunately, RPM Engines, our rebuilt-engine source, was able to build a
low-compression engine with early heads. Strangely, the engine still had the standard 's 4. Deep
in the hole at TDC, the deep-dish, rebuilder-quality cast pistons only made 8. We thought
making the valvetrain fully adjustable was simply a matter of screwing in the right rocker-arm
studs. But it turns out you also need to replace the guided rockers and nonhardened pushrods
with conventional rockers, pushrod guideplates, and different-length pushrods hardened for
compatibility with the guideplates. Lube System: Not an Easy Pickup As delivered, the
long-block assembly didn't have an oil-pump pickup, oil pan, or external tin. Not having a
complete core for a parts donor, the pieces were rounded up at the local wrecking yard. Getting
the right oil-pump pickup can be tricky: Not only must the pickup match the oil-pan shape early
front-sump or late rear-sump , but both press-in and bolt-on styles have been used. Not all
bolt-on pickups have the same bolt spacing either. Our engine's standard- performance oil
pump accepted a standard press-in pickup for a front-sump oil pan. Camshaft: In for the
Duration The engine's as-delivered stock replacement cam was mild even by small-block
standards, so upgrading to an aftermarket cam was mandatory. But selecting a cam for a
low-compression engine is a fine balancing act. Compensating for efficiency losses seemingly
calls for a big cam. On the other hand, low compression degrades bottom-end performance, just
like a larger cam does. In the end, we selected a middle-of-the-road Erson TQ40H hydraulic
grind; designed to make power in the 2, to 5,rpm range, it's Erson's largest recommended cam
for under Valvesprings: Offset's the Key Erson's cam required stouter valvesprings than the
long-block's wimpy replacement springs, which only developed psi of seat pressure. The
stouter springs, retainers, and valve-stem locks keepers are included in Erson's installation kit.
These springs fit the stock spring-pocket diameter, but the pocket depths were too shallow to
achieve the correct valvespring installed height. Separately procured aftermarket 0. Bolt-ons:
Dressed for Success As a long-block, the engine came without an intake, carb, distributor, or
exhaust. That's OK because a hard-core car crafter doesn't want dowdy stock hardware when
it's time for the engine to boogie. These parts aren't cheap; those on a budget could get by with
less-costly generic components, albeit with some performance sacrifice. On the Ford, most of
the time was spent tracking down compatible parts to finish off the engine and solve our
valvetrain dilemmas. The actual dyno run proved anticlimatic what a relief. The engine started, it
ran, it didn't leak, and it made tire-melting torque, churning out at least It may have made even

more peak torque, but the dyno brake couldn't hold the motor below 3, In fact, torque output
was well over lb-ft throughout the 3, to 5,rpm test range. Raise the compression a point, bolt on
some aluminum heads, stab in a thumper camshaft, and you're looking at hp. Yes, the Ford
definitely isn't a Chevy. Things cost more, parts are harder to come by, and you have to beware
of design changes. But in the end, this test shows there's plenty of hidden potential waiting to
be unleashed. Close Ad. Marlan Davis Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. What is it
about American iron that is all about massive? Chrysler's original Street Hemi had valve covers
that you could rent out as a dance floor. Pontiac's V-8 is a hefty chunk of iron and so are the
Olds s. Massive 3-inch main bearings and hefty iron heads combined at one time in the smog
era to put out a measly hp. Thank god those days are over. But in classic car crafter tradition,
we see not those inept days past and look instead to the massive amount of power we could
create out of all that iron. Here perhaps is one of the domestic world's overlooked power gold
mines. Yes, it's heavy, and yes, it costs more to build than a small-block Chevy-but then you
already knew that. Think of this as a line drawn in the sand. Are you man enough? We decided
to do more than talk about Ford's big-block and actually build one ourselves. Well, actually Jim
Grubbs Motorsports built it for us because we're inept at time management. The crew at JGM
are true Ford fans, and so we found an enthusiastic partner to point us down the proper path to
Blue Oval power. Think of this as looking at the horsepower world through Ford blue-tinted
glasses. Very, heavy glasses. The Lima series engine is one of Ford's most enduring
powerplants. Arriving on the scene in first as the in Lincolns and as the in other big Fords, this
series engine survived until , a year run that is astounding given Ford's proclivity for change.
This veteran engine can also be found in motor home, marine, and even stationary industrial
applications and has been electronically fuel injected since We bought ours for a bit more from
Memory Lane mainly as a complete engine including all the accessories because we were in a
hurry and couldn't take the time to look for a less expensive version. Adopt one and take it
home. The Ford gods will smile on you. The and its cousin are big-bore, short-stroke thumpers.
The employs a 3. This makes increasing displacement on the easy enough. The rod length is 6.
Most production blocks can tolerate over-bores to 0. If you're willing to search for a thick-wall
casting, it's possible to go to 0. If massive inches are your plan, there are several stroker crank
options. You can offset-grind the stock 2. Or plug in any one of three Scat cast stroker cranks.
The main journals are massive at 3. Be forewarned that these stroker cranks also generally
require a sizeable investment in Mallory metal to balance properly, and that heavy metal will
significantly drive up the total cost of a stroker swap. The stock iron heads are a tease. On the
intake side, the oval-shaped intake offers an attractive cross-sectional area for solid torque and
horsepower potential along with acceptable valve sizes of 2. But just like its small-block
cousins, the exhaust ports are some of the most restrictive we've come across. Exhaust port
flow is so poor that using a big cam will only kill power across the board. The long duration will
hurt low-end torque, while the restricted exhaust ports will choke any chance of making power
at the higher engine speeds. Choosing a decent iron production head is a quest to minimize the
corks. All iron production heads from to were closed chamber and 76 cc's. These are becoming
increasingly hard to find, and we won't even talk about the iron Cobra Jet and Boss aluminum
castings-they might as well have been buried with King Tut. In , Ford went to an open 95 to cc
chamber, which should be avoided as the worst of all the iron designs because it has no
quench area and is therefore prone to detonation. You can open up the exhaust ports on a stock
set of heads to improve horsepower potential. But also consider the time and money you will
invest in new valves, guides, a valve job, screw-in studs, guideplates, and purchasing all those
parts. If it's purely a budget approach, this is still roughly half the price of a set of new
Edelbrock heads, for example. On the plus side, you are also going to trim at least 60 pounds
off the nose of your car with the aluminum heads. The iron castings each weigh roughly 73
pounds complete while the alloy Edelbrocks come in around 42 pounds each. Besides the
Edelbrock castings, there are other heads to choose from as well. Kaase moved the valves to
unshroud flow and change angles, and this head is especially powerful with larger displacement
engines like a with a big cam. For more details on these heads, log onto jonkaaseracingengines.
The company offers both track and street versions that are also worth investigating and are
priced competitively with the Edelbrock castings. For a low-rpm torque twister, the system
works well. But for higher engine speeds where the horsepower lives, there are a couple of
things that need addressing. Ford chose to lube the mains through the lifter galley, which
means that the oil must pass through the lifters on its way to the mains and rods. This path is
full of restrictions, which both reduces pressure and aerates the oil. Much like the Cleveland
engines, the solution is to radically increase oil pressure to the tune of 70 psi. The higher
pressure reduces foaming and ensures oil will make it all the way from the front-mounted oil
pump back to the rear main. If oil starvation occurs, the rear main and rods will suffer the most.

JGM also recommends a solid distributor-gear drive pin like an industrial rivet instead of the
hollow roll pin, because the stock pin shears off trying to drive the higher pressures. This
pressure also demands a race-style filter to prevent bursting. Of course, this also means being
very careful when the engine is cold to limit pressure-induced filter explosions when the oil is
more viscous. After dredging a complete out of a '73 Lincoln Continental, we dissected it and
delivered the block, crank, and rods to JGM. To create a solid foundation, we decided on also
investing in a good short-block with a set of Federal-Mogul forged Speed-Pro flat-top pistons in
case we decided to squeeze a little nitrous in the future. These pistons also gave us a
pump-gas-friendly compression ratio when paired with the 95cc-chamber Edelbrock heads.
Grubbs then supplied a set of rebuilt truck rods using ARP bolts to add a measure of durability.
JGM also bored and torque-plate honed the block and oversaw machining our crank down 0.
JGM has built a healthy see the Project dyno chart with completely ported iron production
heads, but Grubbs reports that unless you enjoy a challenge, the effort really doesn't pay off in
terms of the investment versus the ultimate power gain. These heads are intended to use roller
rockers, so we plugged in a set of Harland Sharp 1. This brought us to cam selection, and it just
seemed a good idea to go with Edelbrock's entire Performer RPM package that uses a
streetable flat-tappet hydraulic camshaft see Cam Specs sidebar. JGM then assembled the with
its recommended oiling-system changes and bolted the engine to the dyno. This test was
performed on Grubbs' own SuperFlow engine dyno, but the cell does not leave room for a
complete exhaust system. We also decided to test both Edelbrock hydraulic cams. The
Performer-Plus cam is designed for torque while the RPM cam offers more duration and lift for a
major horsepower boost. The Performer cam made some awesome torque with lb-ft, but that
same short cam timing only managed hp. This spurred the JGM crew to swap in the larger RPM
cam to which the responded with a pump-gas-fed peak horsepower at a mere 5, rpm while
shaking the floor with lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. Even in a 4,pound car, this is good enough for
low 12s to high 11s depending on the weather and altitude. This motor was incredibly easy to
assemble and required no custom parts. Do it yourself in your garage. Bolt it in your favorite
Ford and you've got a tire-roaster. The JGM crew also clued us in on a simple valvetrain
adjustment on these engines. Rebuilding one of these Lima engines usually involves removing
the block and the heads. If using one of the tall-deck-height blocks, this could involve milling as
much as 0. Retaining the fulcrum-rocker system with a shorter-deck-height or milled heads
creates excessive lifter preload. Crane makes a kit PN with 0. This minor change accomplishes
two things. It is generally worth improved idle quality and more importantly minimizes the
amount the lifter can "pump up" at higher engine speeds. While this may appear insignificant, a
minimal hydraulic-lifter preload is generally worth power at higher engine speeds. While
researching this story, we found a forum on network Find the search button and type in series
Ford and you'll get to ford. Its tech forum gives members a chance to ask questions and get
answers on these engines and related big-block Ford information. Check it out. Close Ad.
They're everywhere, making them a simple score for an easy hp from the Ford Jeff Smith writer
Jim Grubbs photographer. What's Out There. Bores and Strokes. Networking At Its Best. Test 1
is using the Performer-Plus Edelbrock cam. Test 2 employed the longer-duration Performer
RPM grind. The motor made awesome torque and respectable horsepower with the smaller cam,
but it may be a bit too short for the 9. Compression down at 8. JGM wasn't satisfied with hp, so
they tried a 1-inch open-plenum spacer and a set of 2-inch headers. Horsepower jumped to and
torque improved everywhere from 3, rpm on up, peaking at lb-ft at 4, Run a 3. Cam Specs Adv.
Duration 0. Generally, anything around 70 percent or higher is considered good. The
exhaust-flow numbers were generated with a flow pipe. RPM TQ HP 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6,
6, Avg Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. This is our ci motor built by the JGM crew with 9.
This test of The JGM ci Ford featured a Comp mechanical-roller cam and fully ported factory
iron heads squeezing A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

